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After ménage à trois, our talk about art was decidedly over.

You said, “A mohel told me Lamarckism doesn’t cut it.”

Who knew a two-faced man with a forked tongue like you.

“Some Jewish boys wished Darwinism didn’t have to cut it.”

Thus spake Edward Mordrake with Sir Thomas Browne,

the emergence of  un-thought in the back of  his Janus face,

looking to the future, to the past in the cave of  his library:

“Are we unthinking ourselves or is the Spirit thinking us?”

The head, the hood, and the Other dissolve in the miasma,

while mandrakes express fear of  the linguistic family tree.

Dark spools of  hot hope lead to self-surrender, immolating

embrace, self-dismemberment to crack the torrential nut.

Must I grow another face to be tarrying with the negative?

“Any beard, apocryphal, is enough, preferably the encased

kind suitable for worship.” In the slideshow of  sideshows,

the work of  Understanding has no taxonomy, and ugliness

in poetry is fine, as unfolding in time, it belongs to beauty. 

“But whose beauty?” Honest Iago asks Othello, “Poetry and,

or, its object?” Nothing matters but the handkerchief, dead 

noblemen fibbing about love, unable to theorize social forms.
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Untap the spinal cordial breeze, whose appellation unstuck 

Montaigne, and the police watches over spinach huddling 

insane in the rain, like dissolute Cordelia and her popcorn 

affront to the king. Let us discount one third of  the lettuce 

head that barks weight up the lattice of  the callous flower, 

enterprise of  the spidery worth of  entreaty. Bright yellow:

is it the color of  blasphemy, or the conscience of  the king?

Last night, you said how “cormorant” became a footnote,

not once mentioned as a bird, but a greedy person, whose

existence is next to nothing but to bear the brunt of  brute

struggle between the creationist lampshade and creaturely

instinct. Things get complicated for our hipster capitalists.

Every time I struggle to speak, I am nemesis of  the gourd

that shudders at me and asks, “what do you want to say?” 

“Nothing.” “But if  you say ‘nothing,’ you mean two things. 

First, that you’re thinking, and thinking of  Derrida, who 

called thought a ‘textual blank space,’ hence a ‘nothing,’ or 

you’re begging me to say, “nothing comes from nothing, 

so speak again.” King Lear said that to his daughter, but 

you’re not my daughter, so don’t speak nothing again.” 
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If  you gazed behind the fretwork of  spaghetti westerns,

you wouldn’t have guessed, Pablo, that the poem is, too,

metropolitan anxiety at work. A stark cactus bearing lust

for broken lines of  sweat. Cross-cultural, my love for you

is really old, like a solitary oak crowded out by olive trees.

With sharp funicular arms, it naturalizes every metaphor,

multiplies with precise needlework Pinocchio’s error, and

lives what lie the soul is permitted, only avoiding the one

last noose every lonely dove hangs on. Careless, each bird

that makes love on branches, becomes the very same cock

that gurgled “original” on your cornflakes box, or in 1350,

bore witness to Ramon Arnau de Biure’s famous stabbing

on Christmas Eve. The tune of  death crows louder, finally,

and it’s not Peter’s insufferably stuffy biblical pigeon. Yet,

to love you as tree and bird collide, is hard, as the concrete

nouns inside us must wear different ecological footprints.

Yet I write in Spanish: to love, steal the Alhambra’s breath

from meteors of  night, and smell the circular boast of  weed

in a soap factory nearby, we are already high and flying, no

longer holding to the warm sheets in Madrid, the same lives.sP
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The recurrence of  myth is perspective, never reached.

Talking about eggs, none were happier balanced than

those in Figueres, without beeswax, or “Maeterlinck’s

batik-wrapped metaphysics,” ready to jump from the 

parapet of  the red cake. Sanctus cactus sanctimonious

soiled fingers slop-slurp-sleepy on the chimney sweep 

of  the slippery blue-green satire. What is the Purkinje

effect on that tree of  life and swastika? The soil of  sol,

so-solitude that takes light from the medicine cabinet,

and displays original sin on a rack of  crumpled soles.

First, the disappearing act, then the Phoenix raptured

by a suicide bomber’s desire, except that wasn’t quite 

it in the long tub of  aphorisms cheating death as well.

To reinstate is for ‘is’ is to erase the misanthropic folk

lore, word for the curious wonder of  an apple obelisk 

reaching smoke, babbling about the efficacy of  doubt. 

No! That is impossible. Your genius is self-aware like

a mosquito, and your conscience as clear as ejaculate,

but there is nothing canonical about a dye turning on

stone. History is a leaf  that latches on thatched wind.
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Can we talk about an in-between color that resists being

named, a becoming-color, a color not as congealed labor

but color as vapor, color as time? Not the dictum of  color

blindness in a multiracial society—that’s just impossible,

nor the persistent wager of  so you must be Peranakan, is it?
but a conscionable import of  not seeing “redness” where 

Gertrude Stein says “rose is a rose is a rose is a rose” but

the prosody of  r-words in citation of  a human universe?

For example, my life in the lives of  others is tinted with

the history of  the soul and the moment is daguerreotype,

and its color is the fierce ghost of  temperature, or a coolie

who in rubber plantations fends against intemperate law

and sad stereotypes. Even the bloodstain on your cheek

protests the fugue of  whitewashing by calling attention

to how white is not just all color in disguise, but a match

point against the dark, as Goethe moves his card farther

and suddenly in the vibration of  air, dust, and moisture,

green shatters into sight, like an herbaceous boyfriend in

winter, blotting out its progenitors in the Ukrainian flag. 

“In the light gray sky outside there was no color to be seen.”
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My real name has too much noise and homosocial magic, 

and I don’t even have a punk approach to truth or running.

The table is moral, but the fable is not. Poetic lives as modal 

accessories to crime. “If  the line don’t fit, you must acquit.” 

The invisible Lesbos kicks the spider rhee-rhee! into public.

Oh, if  Frank Kermode says “oriental onions, not occidental 

apricots—are what we require” against Narrative thunder

aka lisible Liza Minnelli lies, yes, I’ve had a decent amount

of  semiological beef  with mythic storage in the last century. 

The same goes for my story about the story, the shambling 

moving target that reassembles STYLE. Like reconstituted 

mushrooms, there’s a self  in the anti-naming of  Pessoa who 

officiates the printless text from protozoan to pachyderm.

Today my physique opens newspapers on death penalties:

“Diplomacy is a drug and a Dutch East Indies firing squad.”

As we die our eulogies covetous phone home lost empires.

The curation of  space like gantang, a delicate trade of  spice.

And the Treaty of  Nanjing as Dick eats fish and scintillating

poppy tears bob at an old warehouse. I’ll meet myself  when

deep history cognates cooked snails of  the heirloom variety.
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The curtain falls, light falls. Dough balls on the kitchen bar.

Outside, leaves are falling again. They were once light, like

feet. Like the universe, they expand. The dough will expand

time and time again. When I turn into salt, an ocean churns. 

Natural for you to lift the crib, but when leaves knead light, 

it is natural to leave. The divorce lawyers can squat quietly

under the bridge. Soon in expanse, the undertaker will fail. 

The pacifiers, Lucifers, and subterranean plates can endure

the crash onto a different earth. We are expecting the baby 

to like carrot juice. And leaves evaporate back to the trees. 

Stars turn into magnets, which turn down bourgeois trees.

Turn without shaking light. Did you expect turtles to turn?

Their hard carapaces sometimes sting red. You need ovens 

to bake your future. My dough is unashamed of  blown-up 

dolls. Today, I will call by a different name. I will wait by

a different mirror. My balls will rise, and my toes will rise.

Turtles will rise when nails fall down in sea’s imagination. 

The curtain will fall from discontent. Night falls. My head 

opens and leaves slither out. Light expands in filial piety. 

Petty officers who fail us. Do not fail in your imagination.
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Let us just lie down and listen to Richter, you said,

as if  measure will save us from any earthquake.

When I became Geryon and unfolded my wings

into the glare of  a volcano, your ambition for me

was less mythological. Not Russian prison tattoos,

but a one-inch-long haircut. Like a bat winding in

evolution’s cage, I burnt into a cloud, echolocating

the root of  my tongue. O let me sleep, and no more

count with obscure knives the cupolas on your chest,

dance with Tanizaki’s spider on the hill of  your back.

I am Heathcliff, but are you? What seems beloved is.

Yet, you cursed in the garbled white noise of  English,

at what linguists call zero copula in our native speak.

A goddess sprung from monkeys’ hips, useless since

the category copula is no stain-proof  maiden after all.

So do we really need the copula, to be, to be in love?

Jesus wept in other languages too. And so wielding

Occam’s razor, you pared my sensational Chinese

boy head down to its bare treatise. Which copula?

The passion according to Johannes de Garlandia.ZE
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Who dreams of  Medea and her many endings dreams on

the morose banks of  eternity. Come, what is, what may

be the faithful pigment of  malice = melas in Greek time?

Petals of  impetuous feet of  fetus laughing. Clytemnestra,

your lips are hatchet grey, but your laughter breastfeeds 

beehives into tears of  honey. Breathe. Your baby’s name 

will never be téknon. Even as his green fingers flutter on

your lymph nodes of  desire, beware of  his boneless gums.

The Furies will have adjudicated, but before it’s too late,

quell your heartache, push your swimming son upstream

to your womb where whorls of  whirling dervishes scatter

Athena’s scant fingerprints, the story of  to-be to be made.

The pendulum of  abortive guilt. But whose queen are you

when he’s smothered dead? Myth engenders him, and he, 

Her. In the drawing room, M sings of  the fire that unravels 

Penelope and her loom. The emperor’s new clothes burnt;

egg crates that coddle me, with prim bursts of  slime green 

that touch, unsex my homecoming. If  the seesaw’s ghost 

slouches over Bethlehem in revenge, the lady saws open

her head and impregnates herself. Beggar not, a handmaid.
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If  I kissed and told you: turtles were capsized birds,

would you pin my wings, and stop global warming?

You’d have had, in any case. Ah! If  only I could hold 

you up against the light of  milk-bottle heirs, command 

from rogue vagaries your colony to hose down holes 

in our disposition, I will race down Bedok Reservoir

and caress your thousand red petals. As they peel from 

your dragon, the dynastic wound, water broke the cells

of  twenty-two warriors, and rain and crops rose from the

nozzle of  drums. Of  the almanac, sun and wind devised 

your gender, but if  we read rightly, any pharmaceutical 

mercy would’ve confirmed a longer tail on the concave

lower shell. So curse the hurricanes that twin-lapped 

your fortunes. That body dressed in silk, hurl it down 

the river. Fishes feed and choke better on rice. But the

butterflies must die. And as you wait for rising seas, for

camel toes to grow gills, it must be rude for an albatross

to follow you. Mildly amphibious, you make a tortoise 

out of  your cardboard symptoms. At midnight, I drown 

in your prickly sweat, divine mattress, flying petri dish.
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If  every year the drummer boy-statue of  sleepy El Bruc 

slides down his pedestal and scares Napoleon’s troops, 

a diplomatic crisis lies curated in every doll’s heartbeat.

This town is no dissolute painting. It is an indissoluble

Oxford comma that Catalunya loves like a firm line break.

People take to the streets, bandy flags and Aesop’s fables 

burn as potently as ever, so the poetic essay remains true

arcane cheese in a mousetrap of  dreams. But as dry pages 

flap to the feverish sound of  shrapnel, Jaume Huguet falls

asleep on his gothic canvas, as a child shameless sucks on 

a bouquet of  olives. The Nation: an amalgam of  false starts!

Myth is a doctor yawning down a sheep’s inflamed throat.

If  he prefers the scent of  rosemary on nanny goats, he will

justify his cultural bias to the end of  the hermetic universe.

You write: to extend the shelf  life of  becoming, one must

replicate the drummer boy on the other side of  the ocean.

Tonight, the full moon catches your crew smuggling rakia 

and dried meat into Antarctica. You have planned a party

to appease the ministers, so your sculpture could set sail

safely from Ohio to Sofia, hidden in a dark stash of  corn.
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“Let’s say about snakes, let’s say about lice.” That furry,

erect pagination of  hope in your ill-fitting serge trousers.

Love is Margin’s error. The effeminate tail which carries 

overweight luggage, depositing dark necessities that flow

across some prodigious synapse, like a condensed Milky 

Way cavorting with the Dao. You check your wristwatch:

can time defrock a millipede? The afternoon mist corrals

me. The beach is rain-worn, but also a sliced cantaloupe

dreaming of  rain. It is all dark, culpable and febrile like 

the sea’s mounting flesh, for you are my son Telemachus

trying to string my bow, the breaded mills of  vasectomy.

We will not share a dark lady, so I shake my head, “no.”

Not anytime soon. The strapless music plays on, volatile

as the birth of  ten suns. In the waiting room, you become

the mannequin shattering in a time lapse, with no formal

training in breathing technique. You sleep with an orange

flower to express your cynicism about marriage equality.

Before you suspect my holy esprit, here’s the diagnosis:

Happiness is a dimple, light and familial. With apertures

for the suitors’ blood, and many supplications for dawn.
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After A., there is only aberration of  de-sire, codex bucolic 

fingers sliding fish-deep, dialing Z gene, veteran oil blue.

We flip through my baby photos and find one of  Madonna

’n Child. O the inverted double You in the face of  Mother

looking at You in the mirror. All that comes at your throat

is a fractured baby blown to bits and his displaced middle

finger ready to poke your eyes out. The stunted Lacan—O,

dios mio. Which is better: to hide dolcissimo in the eye of  a

hurricane, as the crowd at your wedding dinner cheers on

a sensational trial of  mother-fathering shame, or to give in, 

first, by flagging your reproductive organs for the Nation,

while in the privacy of  your bunker, go jingo-ballistic on

your stony abdomen? If  life is all-consuming, breathing 

fire, then hell is the human lung with cilia prickly lined

by tiny gingerbread men who caress their tender buttons.

The relatives can gossip all they want. Woe to all mothers,

shrivelled-up women who, like Nietzsche’s Baubo, were 

the only cynical ones to find the truth. Mother has never

been more alone with truth. My beloved mother-of-pearl

inlay in the motherland of  thou-art-holy, I am so far away.O
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For the Christians, persecution is wine-dark but cork-free.

In the shadow city of  Derinkuyu, the bats eavesdrop dung.

Your penis stirs, jealous of  doorknobs. But the oil press girl

lays her head on a voluptuous round of  heavy stone doors.

Petals dream of  winter, hidden below a vertical shaft of  air.

If  I am not human, am I then a mossy cabinet of  wonder?

My skin, buried in the dark fur of  Catarrhini—who knew

a pendatang balancing a century egg on a china teaspoon

could be the poster boy with his tofu-skin of  originality?

As the male seahorse pocketed his young, poked around 

the burning city, he resembled Anchises eating anchovies 

off  his son’s back. The broken backs of  those-who-seek-

but-find-none, and their children’s leaf-veins shimmering

in blood hyphens. The self  divides like static after the azan.

When the root of  our disagreement lies in the proper name,

solanum melongena, of  which aubergine, eggplant, brinjal,

guinea squash take part in the self-same mélange of  unbaked

goods, honestly, just give me a spanking fabulous moussaka.

The garden buffet of  racial harmony with a nametag bores me.

In the slavish etymological rub, just christen me bruised wine.n
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Disagreement is no parley when behind your dentures

the scream is a snore, and nowhere is home to flattery.

Utopia burns at the seashore, and men in suits feed on

a bone of  fettered cine, as the waves riff  on, doggedly, 

like numbers. Do we count on the paunch and paucity

of  deliberate tulips wading about their hospital beds?

I’d contrive many wicked jaunts on and on the bench.

The knob-white palisades lean over the burning bush,

while the knife is appalled by the cupcake’s appliqué. 

But the stray dog sleeps atop the cliff  at Yoros Castle.

Those views of  the Bosphorus and outlying Black Sea

are home to him, and he calls them the Unmanned It.

He sits on a precarious stone and licks his undescended

testicles and dreams of  a woman descending the stairs,

on repeat, on repeat, then rewind, or the shah walking

down a spacecraft in all of  its cardboard glory. I want to

touch a dog, not just any dog, in a park where the sand 

spits on his face and that doesn’t bother him as much as 

the bitumen roads that claim to curb society’s contagion.

Where I end up on consignment is none of  your business.
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Where the origina tabernaca was Bengali cows say humba.

They wear opinions like ruby red sea-slippers on dialectical 

sticks chanting for the slain goats of  the Galapagos mandala

go! and they protest and they puff  no more vakrokti no more

alamkara since dogs which eat snow become polite as snow.

“In moo humba opinion, I am not a bum. I am a humbug.”

Sound poetry melts in the watershed of  time. Mr. Winstedt,

first tell me, how did duck eggs come to mean rolling stones

and do wild grass and chalk burn in the belly of  crocodiles?

Sirna ilang kertaning bumi and all I am left with is an orange

stool like the ark of  incontinence and fishermen of  the altar

incensed about origami and divine upholstery. Blue-footed

boobies pluck showbread off  my flat key. Frisson is the gate

to everything evil. Pagar makan padi aka “the fence devours 

the crop” is embraced by the dank politicians of  the sphere.

Some cows speak more literally than others, and others are 

born more literally than others. But just because you moo, 

doesn’t mean that others have to moo like you too. Hover

above the fair world of  the hovel and deep consanguinity.

Plain speech is not literal speech but also the love of  Babel.
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In the bitter sprouts of  summer, we are idly cushioned

by irony in this blood work, our palette charged with

the fatal red of  stars. Needy, you cling onto the putrid 

batter of  filial piety. But in French, our love is a greasy

Shakespearean plot. Up in the air, you mix up the vast

lineage of  clouds, as they float and are borne again by

parthenogenesis. The train wreck is imminent, obliged

to gas the heart. No floral wonder speculates distance

like this: me in Armonk, and you getting your Lincoln

drawing framed out of  context. The earth is a conveyor

belt of  dreams, while I, a plainclothes astronaut, hover

in the darkness of  Sierra de Cazorla, awaiting the first

murder, like a squirrel rummaging for an eternal blast

of  acorn. Tame those birds, Happy Independence Day.

Your silence can fell sycamore trees, my dear brother,

so why don’t we walk past Dalí’s giraffe’s wet dream, 

some priapic boob, and chest of  drawers, back into art,

that of  imitating the Dutch masters and self-examining

the shelf  life of  mussels? Isn’t God our charming snake 

anklet, where artful resistance of  corrugated eels soars?
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“I would never write, ‘It happened one frosty look of  trees waving gracefully against the wall.’ I 
almost wish I could. Poor poets endlessly rhyme love with dove, and they are constrained by their 
highly trained mediocrity never to write a good line. In some sense, a stochastic process can do 

better; it at least has a chance.”

    —from J. R. Pierce’s Symbols, Signals, and Noise

After packing off  my vintage Olympia typewriter,

I gave you my orchid, highbrow machine of  wind

and wonder, erect in a large Fairway shopping bag.

That night, you tore away my cheese and pistachios,

raided your suitcase to show me photos of  your out-

rageous bowl cut, friends and countless severe lovers.

Like the latter, I know I’d fade away, a false positive

in Bayes’ theorem. A top scientist like you never errs

in measuring how much you love me, given that I do.

With your precision, why is love stochastic to you,

not dovetailed, but discrete like each side of  the die?

Why not cook and admit the tedious rhyme of  lovers?

Our ears and eyes lie down in the same bed, after all.

Why set parameters to spur randomness, and nouns

to harness my verbs? I’d prefer a poor guy who loves

his dove endlessly. Grammar as a force of  habit, not

rule. Yet, keep the orchid close to your heart, Andrey.

If  in principle, Copernicus drives out our human core,

and we are extinguished, at least my soul will burn on

and on like the coal under the ghost town of  Centralia.
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Lost, we search first for our bodies, then ourselves. 

You glower under the lid. So what. Lights flicker on, 

cut the entrails of  our universe. In your wake, we collect 

dust, insects and footprints. Found the orbit of  trees

like us in mourning, incantations bristling ladder-like

so you’d rise to climb down, kiss our starry speculations.

Maybe trees are apocalyptic, but a rabbit waits—it fears

death on your second coming. In reflection, even a witch

seems fairer to marry. Beauty nails us shut at the other

side of  the coffin. You are beautiful so you lie within,

while we hunt the wolf  down by looking hard, though 

looking hardly makes us visible. Without you, doubt

betrays a dead rabbit. Light survives by convalescence. 

But so do you, periodically. And that beauty must wane

before it returns steadfast in its wet, whispering urges. 

If  angels’ wings bind, then your swaddles must peel off

in our unseasoned brine, this secret love where you find

yourself  flung free into a ride across oceans and deserts, 

for wilderness is your only home, and sad courage is but

a pasty darkness, mon petit chou, a briefer form of  light.M
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Night shapes the espaliered pear tree at the Cloisters. It is

medieval times served on a platter, a lame duck braised in

honest tea. If  militancy is planned by a mouse click today,

you’d rather plant sweet marjoram in a gulag, or Thai basil

to flail swiftly on a burning patio. There goes the partridge 

hidden in the candelabra. Late summer repetition seeing-in.

As brief  winds rest on the stony artifact, you see the map of

Acropolis framed and hung sideways—a violinist, his face

and bridge of  the violin puckered into twin amphitheaters.

Beauty is colossal and deaf, as in that Picasso who painted 

a blue hipster, turned it 90° to the left and called it The Old 
Guitarist. Oh, you must be drinking water from Duchamp’s

shithole not the world. If  I furnish my house with discards

from the alley, and high society swings by to tell me O yes

those mannequin legs by the TV are sizzling hot and pretty

ironic, I’d be quiet about her invisible pair of  peasant shoes.

The world picture-frames itself  before our words and deeds

suffer from rogue meiosis. As you drink beer at parties, and

resound your reading as a howl of  sublation in a tin can, all

cats double over and drown drinking their blood from a can.
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You asked if  the animals in lonesome pairs tonight,

the snarling donkey and the monotiti, were cousins

of  the cuddly baby axolotl and ‘I.’ In my dream, I

was a stuffed toy exiting Noah’s ark, whose father

grazed the fossils at the falls of  the Ohio, whose son

sneezed every time you opened Ashcraft’s window

of  pollen photomicrographs. Life is so everywhere.

At Bucknell, monkeys are disabused of  being human.

They live in cages, wedded to the honeybee garden.

They pollinate the air with mangosteen-red butts,

watch me like watching The Simpsons, tails swishing

in Homeric lament. If  only I were a baboon bound up

to this brothel, I’d sing: how you’d come to live longer

than the platitudes of  your mother’s womb, longer

than the stage curtains that heave you to the other side,

where bigger lives loom in each of  you. Easels of  light,

shadow-poppies singing their allergies to the sun.

So, why can’t I be Rashomon’s woodsman, hemmed

in the trouser-length dream of  the forest, witnessing

the bride, the coveted rape scene of  the century?
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Caught in the drain of  time hungry for a desk job a nick of  pie

or nicotine welp so am I a toothless gum seeking a brush with

the hymen of  exemplary light, no, I covet the blight airy kaya 

toast in underwear and hush gray uniform desire is not hope

or at least that’s what I think about seed in my throat a sluice

another room folding moonlight into a passepied as we slow

gather flowers as we gather boat people as we gather flowers

it becomes all too real too impossible since there is no neo- no

post- no neo-post-colonial chicken now our end is bile on this

Andaman sea storm moving to be moved “since when did the

nation televise rain?” and the answer’s all the time so why not

talk about me and my cats I loathe the physiocrats didn’t they 

think 2015 was a plastic door for crops since I thrive on the sea

of  disguises and I can only imagine that jealousy hurts the salt

supply you can’t get shot for breaking the waves and entering

the Langkawi sunset which OMG is amazing you’re part of  it

you’re in the news I eat my lobster alone I’ll dream and ration

your liberation at the next hemoglobin summit grosgrain spin 

people like you’ll eat nimble trees and remind us of  our saline

crossings but please only twice a year at daylight saving timeBO
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He considered each piece of  sloughed-off  furniture

a lost Picasso painting. That trick of  nature, when all

was damaged in the garage, except for Christ’s beard

hanging down your chin. Now, his life was dismal as

you walk through the peepshow, septic from memory;

his deep-space sofa bed, newly purchased, turned out

crankier than a slave robot. You succumb to the lonely

temples of  the earth, bathe yourself  in vinegar to know

what not to feel. In this museum, something about the air

tells you that birds fall from trees in their sleep, and Hobo
Clown was La Sagrada Família melted down and built

without the mistakes of  clay, as it understood the province

of  color. Which is more emphatic? The sun or the heat?

Gaudí couldn’t tell if  Allison Schulnik was his original.

I spend my days alluding to Neo Rauch’s paintings,

living for the ghosts of  Leipzig Baumwollspinnerei.

If  you know the word “pastiche” as useless, you will

have known his great games, and not dismissed my para-

taxis as frolicking in the shadows of  some cotton factory.

And he, you, I and we came, undone by summer-rain.
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Yet in making himself  out to be a Renaissance portrait,

he was tired of  being a self-made man. Harried by cops

whose fingers dug at every hidden nail of  his body, he

shot himself  at the burial ground of  giants, where beetles

once bloomed, now shadowed in the blackness of  blood.

John Keats willingly wrote himself, but the postmodern

gesture of  staring at the mirror from your own self-portrait

was hardly a romance. In Foucault’s archaeological round

trip, you unsheathed the cat to reveal its nine phony lives,

as X-rays dissected Matisse’s bathers into the naked strife

of  creation. Who shall speak if  I am the venerable black

Madonna, trapped in many versions of  the self ? In Malay,

kata means “word” or “speak,” and so the heavy foreskin

of  my tongue must be chewed off  in seizure, as I expand

against the literary mise en abyme. Write about painters!

Alfredo Salom painted Artaud, Pessoa and Kafka literally.

So we walk to the lead-blue plumbagos of  Can Llimona.

I dream of  mother, you of  young girls from Tel Aviv, who

dive into shrubs, flowers clinging onto their tepid breasts.

I scream and run behind the mirror, where Dalí painted Gala.
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O loincloth, you hide grain from the tyranny of  birds, 

in east Ukraine, where things fell apart, apart violently. 

The black box vanished, the sunflowers brimmed, and

asked about beets in the alternative sunroom. MH17—

a casuistry of  rocks, temple of  Trajan, or stair of  breath

shattered in a casual step of  a mighty watch—is stolen.

Anastylosis is the reassembly of  existing but loose parts

in reconstructing historic buildings—are you ashamed?

No, we need more fluting! enthesis! and lime kiln! steep

syncline traversed by a giant uterus of  flying buttresses.

A red joint of  tile dust to contrast any parts of  new stone

work from those still existing and not lying. A collection

of  echoes from the valley to determine the real fault line, 

as the amphitheater repairs its silence. Meanwhile, more

fighting please, more buffer zones, more conjoined twins 

of  the DMZ. After the matinee, the ice-cream truck doors

are shut, the bodies are returned, and diplomacy resumes

its bait and switch of  the yak-bite. To forget is to forgive?

Putin, Putin, quite contrary, how does your garden grow?
With silver bells & cockle shells & pretty maids all in a row.
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            Carry-on violets stain the sun and weep cows mow the lawn 

        The pond a drawer field of  violent carrots so Mama cannot find

    Shoes bad chickens pick nose and crow but she is dead stop telling me 

Why teacher she drowned our roof  smiles in your white face before dawn 

  I think so we know your name as the big brown magic trees sing

    Louder than we cry must I should tell you why history is a killing fie-

      Id and my face was your face or your son in the past century before doves 

        Were metal fire bamboo skulls more than a tower as people like

          You hang dry sleeves say hot but we make palm in gold now to break- 

            Fast you cannot run Papa happy he fifty-three now and worm 

              Is his concubine until violets grow here when first brother dining

            In memory table is honor you cannot trust again I learn a new word 

        Is carry-on means is dead meat last time today we sing because we cannot 

    Write and you have no ears so you have blood eyes must not follow us naught-

Y beat me but no don’t take my photo for museums so you I know you love me 
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